New EAA Product Managers

Acoustics in Practice

The new Editor-in-Chief of the EAA journal “Acoustics in Practice” is Miguel Ausejo. Miguel is a successor of Colin English who expressed his desire to resign. He has served the journal as editing coordinator since its launching in 2013.

The EAA board expresses our sincere thanks to Colin English for his efforts to keep the journal at a high level of quality and interest. He has sent several recommendations for the improvement of the attractiveness of the journal which will be taken into account by Miguel and his group.

The EAA board once more invites the European Acousticians to submit technical and applied articles to Acoustics in Practice. Publication is free and the journal is in Open Access mode which means that it is accessible by everybody.

Fenestra

New product manager for Fenestra (EAA web portal) is Luc Jaouen. He is replacing Olivier Dazel who has served the EAA with great success, productivity and efficiency since several years.

Olivier has done a great job to maintain and update the EAA web-site and to solve all the problems and technical issues associated with the supporting servers and software. The EAA board would like to thank Olivier for his efforts, which helped EAA to remain open to interested visitors of our site, with a continuous flow of information on EAA products and events. We are sure that Luc will continue along the path paved by Olivier and he will be a successful successor of Olivier.